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The publication o.f the History of the Com刷刷 Party of the Soviet 
Umon ( Bolsheuilts )-Sh例 Course is an outstanding event in the id仲
logical life of the Bolshevik Party. With its appearance, the Party has 
acquired a new and powerful ideological weapon of Bolshevism, an en
cyclopa:dia of fundamental knowledge in the realm of Marχism-Leninism. 
’The Short Course is a scientific history of Bolshevism. It sets forth and 
generalizes the tremendous e呼erience of the Communist Party, an 饵’
perience unequalled by that of any other party in the world. 

The H埠。ry of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolshe
vib)-Short Course is a m暗 effective means in the solution of the 
problem of mastering Bolshevism, in arming the members of the Party 
wi由 the theory of Marx回扣Lenin由n, that 忌， with a knowledge of the 
laws of social deveI叩ment .and of the political struggle；比 is a means of 
heightening the political vigilance of Party and non-Party Bolshevik.!飞
and of raisirig the propaganda of Marxism』JCninism to a proper theoret
ica1 level. 

In the compilation of the History of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (Bolsheviks)-Short Course, the Central Committee of the 
C .P.S.U.(B.) had the foll。wing aims in v讼w:

I • It was nece斟ry to provide the Party wi由 a single guide to Party 
h隙。厅，。ne that would give an o侃cial interpretatiQn1 verified by the 
Central Committee, of the fundamental questions of the hi筑ory of the 
C .P.S.U.(B.) and of Marxism-Leninism and that would preclude all 
arbitrary interpretation. ’The publication of the History of the C.P .S. U. 
( B. )-Short Cou阳，叩＇proved by the Central C佣m挝ee, puts an end 
to all arb泣rarmc• and confusion in the treatment of the history of 由e
Pa呵，”d to 由e m＼峙l』city of v元隅。n, and arbitrary interpretations 
of h墟hly important qu帽沁ns of Party theory and Party h回ory .to be 
found Di a number of earlier textbooks on the h国ory of the Party. 

2. In the compilation of the H以ory of the C.P.S.U,(B.)-Short 
Coune, the Central Comm阳ee set itself the aim of 严moving the harmful 
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~~p which h 由e ~here of propagan也 has arisen in recent ~ears between 
Marxism and Leninism and which has resulted in the teachin11: of Lenin
ism as an independent doctrine 叩rated ·from Marxism, f叫 dialectical
and historical materialism, and from the history of the Party, the fact 
being forgotten that Leninism arose and developed on the basis of Marx
ism, that Marxism is the foundation of Leninism, and that without a 
knowledge of this foundation, Leninism cannot be understood. 

In the compilation of the History of the C.P.S. U . (B.)-Short Course, 
the Central Committee set itself the aim of providing a guide to the 
theory and history of the C.P.S. U. ( B.) which would reunite into one 
whole the artificially separated component pa口s of the integral do亿trine
of Marxism-Leninism一-dialectical and historical materialism and Lenin
ism-and in which historical materialism and the policy of the Party 
would be connected; a guide which would demonstrate the indissoluble 
un句， integrity and continuity of the doctrine of Marx and Lenin, the 
unity of Marxis附Leninism, and which would give an account of the 
new contributions which Lenin and his di义制es made to Marxist theory 
by generalizing the new experience of the class struggle of the proletariat 
in the 叩och of .imperialism and proletarian revolutions. 

3. Unlike certain of the old textbooks, whose account of the history 
of the C.P.S. U. (B.) was primarily centred around historical personages, 
and the puφ创e .of which was to educate our forces by the example of 
personages and their biographies, the Short Course bases its account of 
the history of the Party on an exposition of the fundamental ideas of 
Marxism-Leninism and seeks to educate Party members primarily in the 
iaeas of Marxism-Leninism 

In the compilation of the History of the C .P. S. U. ( B. ）一『Short Course,. 
t_he Central Committee set itself the aim of imparting the doctrine of 
Marxism-Leninism on the basis of historical facts. The Central Com
mittee considered that such an exposition of Marxist-Leninist theorγwould 
best answer the pu巾ose in view, because the fundamental ideas of Marx
凶n-Leninism can be mo奇t e仔ectively, naturally and comprehe的ibly dem
onstrated with t he help of historical facts, because the history of the 
C.P.S.U.(B.）怒 放self M arxism-Leninism in action, and because the 
correctness and vitality of the Marxist-Leninist theory has been tested in 
practice, by the experience of the class struggle of the proletariat; while 
Marxist-Leninist theory has itself developed and become enriched by the 
clo优货 contact with practice, on the basis of generalizing the practical 
experience of the revolutionary struggle of the prolcta ri;it. 

4. In the compilation of the History of the C.P.S.U.(B.)• Short 
Coul"9C; the Central Committee set itself the aim of ridding Marx民
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literature of over-simplified and vulgarized interpretations o f a nun1ber 
of questions relating to the theory of Marxism-Leninism and the history 
of the Party. 

Such Y11!garization and over-simplification found expression, for exam
pie, in the downright anti-Marxist views regarding the role of the indivi
dual in history which were current until latterly and which have long 
been condemned by the Party: certain pseudo-theoreticians and propa
gandists treated the role of the individual in history from a semi-Socialist
Revolutionary standpoint. 

To this category of vulgarization and over-simplification of Marxism
Leninism belongs the wtrong interpretation of the question of the victory 
of Socialism in our count1γ． 

Wide currency has been acquired by perversions of the Marxist-Lenin
时 view on the character of wars in the pre古ent epoch, the failure to un
derstand the difference between just and unju筑 wars, and by the false 
idea that the Bolsheviks are a kind of “ pacifists.” 

In historical science, anti-Marxist perversions and vulgarizations were 
until quite latterly connected with the so-called Pokrovsky “ school,” 
which interpreted historical facts in a perverted way, treated them, in 
defiance of historical materialism, from the standpoint of the present day, 
and not from the standpoint of the conditions in which the historical 
events took place, and thus distorted historical truth. 

Anti-historical falsifications of historical tru巾， anti-historical attempts 
to adorn history instead of setting it forth truthfully have led, for example, 
to the history of the Party being depicted at times in our propaganda as 
one unbroken succession of victories, unmarred by any temporary defeats 
and retreats, which is obviously contrary to historical truth and therefore 
hinders the pr叩er education of our forces. 

The muddled ideas resulting from anti-Marxist Y11!garization have 
also been manifested in the circulation of false views regarding the Soviet 
state, in a disparagement of the role and significance of the Socialist 锐a.tr
as the chief we叩on of the workers and peasants in the .fight f。r the 
victory of Socialism and for the protection of the Socialist gains of the work
ing people from the encroachments of the surrounding capitalist world. 

The History of the C.P.S.U.(B.)-Short Course puts an end to 
these and similar vulgarizations and debasement of Marχism-Leninism 
and restores the Marxist-Leninist views. 

5. In the compilation of the H istory of the C.P.S.U.(B.)-Short 
Course, the Central Committee set itself the aim of .graphically demon
strating the power and sign i自cance of Marxist-Leninist theory, a theory 
which scientifically disclo优S the laws of development of society, which 
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teaches how to apply these laws in guiding the revolutionarγactivities of 
the proletariat, and which, like eve叩 science, continuously develops and 
perfects itself and does not fear to replace individual antiquated proposi~ 
tions and conclusions by new pr叩ositions and conclusions c。rresponding
to the new historical conditions. 

The C.C. of the C.P.S.U.(B.) ~roceeded from the prem时 that un
le~ our Party members have a knowledge of the theory of Marxisn1-
Leninism, unless they master Bolshevism and make good their deficiencies 
in the realm uf theo巧， they will be severely handicapped, for in order 
that they may pr叩erly guide all branches of Socialist construction, those 
practically engaged in the work must master the fundamentals of Marx
ist-Leninist theory and be able to guide themselves by theory in the solu
tion of practical problems. 

It is a mistake to think that only a narrow circle of people can master 
theory. Marxist-Leninist theorγcan be mastered by anybody. ·Today, 
with a Soviet system and with the victory of S倪ialism in the u ·.S.S.R., 
unlimited opportunities have been ~reated enabling our leading cadres to 
successfully master Marxist-Leninist theory and to study the history of 
the Party and the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin. To master 
the theorγ of Marxism-L eninism one has only to desire to do so, and to 
display persistence and firmness of will in the achievement of this aim. 
If such sciences as physics, chemistry and biology can be successfully 
mastered, there is not the slightest ground to doubt that the science of 
Marxism-Leninism ~n be fully mastered. 

6. In the compilation of the H istory of the C.P .S. U. ( B. )--Short 
C ourse, the Central Committee set itself the aim of helping those working 
in the field of theory and propaganda to change their methods, to improve 
the quality of their work, to begin to make good their deficiencies in 
theoretical 1'nowledge, to eliminate the defects and shortcomings in their 
ideological training, and to raise propaganda work to its proper level. 

All these aims which the Central Committee set itself have found 
their fruition in the History of the C.P.S.U. ( B.)-Short Course. 

II 

矶That are the chief defects in our propaganda work? 
I n what way must the Party’s work in the field of pr叩agan<U and 

theorv be reconstructed ? 
I ·. The chief defect in the present organization of Pi'tty propaganda 

is the ab使nce of the necessary centralized direction and the consequent 
amateu由hness and lack of organization of propaganda work. 
8 



'I'his amateurishness and lack of organization in the matter of Party 
propaganda have been manifested primarily in the fact that Party organ
izations have selected verbal propaganda, through study circles, as the 
chief form of propaganda. They forgot that the study circle method of 
propaganda 'Nas chiefly characteristic of the period when the Party was 
illegal and that the circle method was necessitated by the conditions 
under which the Party had to carry on its work at that tjm飞 they forgot 
that under the Soviet Government, when the Bolshevik Party possesses 
such a powerful instrument of prppaganda as the press, entirely new 
conditions and opportunities have been created for conducting propaganda 
on an unlimited scale and for centralizing its direction. 

Instead of making use of these opportunities, Party organizations 
continue to cling to the old forms of propaganda, not realizing that under 
present conditions the study circles can no longer sεrve as the chief method 
of educating our forces in Bolshevism; that the principal method of 
teaching them Marxism-Leninism should be the independent study of 
the history and theory of the Bolshevik Party-a method which has beeri 
tried and tested by the experience of the older generation of Bolshevik•- 
the Party assisting them in this through the press and by means of central
ized and highly competent consultation on problems arising in the course 
of study, by means of lectures, addresses, etc. 

Having selected verbal propaganda through study circles as the chief 
method of propaganda, Party organizations were carried away by the 
mistaken idea of enrolling all Communists in the study circles, making 
it their principal aim to create as large a number of Party study circles 
as possible and to achieve a one-hundred per cent “ enrolment,” to enrol 
indiscriminately all Communists without exception in the Party study 
circles, and, what is more, on an obligatory basis. • 

In striving to form as many \Study circles as p侃sible, the Party organ..: 
izations lost sight of the principal thing－明quality of propaganda. 

τne multiplicity of study circles deprived the Party organizations of 
the p创sibility of keeping control over the substance of propaganda work, 
with the result that they allowed the direction of propaganda work to 
slip from their hands and confined their efforts chiefly to the collection 
of bureaucratic statistical information regarding the “percentage enrol
ment” of Communists in the St\』dy circles, and the number and attendance 
of study circles. The effect was to tum the study circles into autonomous 
and uncontrolled organizations carrying on their work at th.cir owrt 
discretion. 

'Another result of the multiplicity of study circles was that the ranks 
of the pr叩agandists have become tilled by ~rsons with inadequate 
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theoretical training, and often even politically illiterate and untested; 
persons who, far from being able to help Party members and non-Party 
people in mastering Bolshevism, a.re only capable of substituting harmful 
over-simplification for the teaching of Marxist-Lenin ist t heory, and of 
confusing their students. 

In striving to have the largest possible number of propagandists, 
Party organizations neglected the theoretical guidance of the training 
and perfection o'f propagandists and control over their work in the study 
circles. Instead of centralizing the guidance of propagandists and thereby 
ensuring improvement in the methods of instructing them, the Party 
organizations l沈阳， too, took the wrong course of striving for numbers, 
diluting the work of assisting propagandists by creating a large number 
of Party reference and consultation centres in factories, propagandist 
seminar窑， short courses for propagandists, etc. The striving to set up the 
largest possible number of such institutions, to the detriment of their 
quality, resulted in the Party reference and consultation centres and 
propagand国 seminars being deprived of the necessary Party g uidance, 
While the lack of competent instructors for the propagandist seminars 
and Party reference and consultation centres resulted in the deterioration 
of their work, causing the propagandists to be dis.<;atisfied with the way 
in which they were run, and converting the attendance of seminars and 
仇sits to Party reference and consultation centres into a formal duty. 

Maicing it obligatory for Party members to attend study circles, and 
looking upon Party members as eternal elementary school students inca
归ble of studying Marxism-Leninism independently, Party organizations 
raorted to a number of arbitrary devices to draw. Party members into 
and retain them in the study circles, and adopted the course of petty 
tutelage over, and regulation of the work of Communists in the study 
circles. 

Elementary school methods have become an established practice in 
Party study cir℃les--一incorrect methods which hinder the ideological and 
political development of Party members、 This is manifested in the es
tablishment of “ uniform days” of study for all circles, uniform rules 
governing their activities, and the exclusion of the method of conversation 
and lively comradely discussion from, the circle弘

Not confining themselves to thi乌 the Party organizations conceived 
the bur归ucratic and pernicious idea of "controlling” every reader of a 
Marxist-Leninist book and obliging him to undergo an examination in 
what he has read. 

The re如It of these incorrect methods of propaganda work is that 
Communists, being obliged year after year to study in one and the same 
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circle, and not getting proper 附istance in the hon1e study of Marxist
Leninist literature, lo优 interest in theoretical education and often come 
to look upon attendance of study circles as an irksome burden. 

The violation of the principle that the joining of study circles is 
voluntary, the bureaucratic practice of automatically and obligatorily 
enrolling Party members in the study circles, the incorrect view that 
study circles constitute the only forn1 of Party education, have under
mined the confidence of Party members in their ability to study Marxism
Leninism successfully by independent reading. This has causεd injury 
hy discouraging Communists from undertaking a profound study of the 
principles of Marxism-Leninism independently, and by hampering the 
ideological development of Party members. 

The confidence of Communists in their power and ability to master 
Marxist-Leninist theory must be re$tored. 

The harmful and false belief that Marxism-Leninism can be learned 
only in study circles 1nust be destroyed, since, as a matter of fact, the 
chief and principal means of studying Marxism-Leninism is by ind:epen
dent reading. 

2. One of the chief reasons for the inordinate emphasis laid on study 
circles and verbal propaganda generally, to the detriment of propaganda 
through the press, was the harmful separation of the organization of 
printed propaganda from the organization of verbal propaganda, as 
manifested in the existence of separate propaganda departments and press 
departments of regional committees, territorial committees and Central 
Committees of national Communist Parties, as well as of the Central 
Committee of the C.P.S.U.(B.). 

The chief and decisive instrument in the pr·叩aganda of Marxism
J.,eninism should be the pre岱－magazines, newspapers, pamphlet• - while 
verbal propaganda should perform a subsidiary and auxiliary function. 
The press makes it possible to bring any particular truth simultaneously 
to the knowledge of all, and it is therefore more effective than verbal 
propaganda. But the fact that the direction of propaganda was divided 
bet\veen two departments has resulted in lowering the importance of the 
press in the propaganda of Marxism-Leninism, which narrowed the scope 
of Bolshevik propaganda and led to a1nateurishness and lack 古f organiza-
t1on. 

The departments of Party propaganda and agitation, confining their 
activities to verbal propaganda, and striving to form the greatest possible 
number of study circles, did not utilize the Party press for propaganda 
pu叩oses, thus depriving themselves of the opportunity of guiding the 
substance of propaganda. 

11 



For their part, the press departments, not possessing the necessary 
forces of competent propagandists, who devoted themselves almost exclu
sively to ver bal propaganda, proved unable to carry on the propaganda of 
Marxism-Leninism through t he press. 

3. A very serious defect in Party propaganda is the neglect by Party 
organizations of the political education, the Marxist-Leninist training of 
our cadres, our Soviet intellectuals--our Party, Young Communist 
League, Soviet, industrial, co-operative, trade, trade union, agricultural, 
educational and military cadres, in other words, the personnel of our Party, 
state and collective farm apparatus, with whose help the working class and 
peasantry administer the affairs of the Soviet country. Our Party propagan
da has been concentrated chiefly on the factory workers, losing sight of the 
key cadre• -our Soviet, Party and non-Party, intelliger>tsia, which consists 
of people who but recently were workers and peasants. 

One of the purposes of the H istory of the C.P.S.U.( B.)-Short 
Course is to put an end to this monstrous, anti-Leninist disparagement of 
our intelligentsia, t'he Soviet intelligentsia, and of their requirements in 
respect to political, Leninist education. 

The History of the C.P.S.U.(B. ）一叫Short Cour优 is prin1arily designed 
for the leading cadres of Party, Young Communi$t League, industrial and 
other personnel, for all our Party and non-Party intellectuals, both in 
town and country. 

Our Party, Soviet, industrial and other leading Lenini$t cadres en
gaged in practical w ork are seriously deficient in knowledge of theory. 
In the compilation of the course on the history of the Party, the Central 
Committee of the C.P.S.U. (B.) set itself the aim of init iati吨 the work 
of eliminating the deficiencies of our cad res in theoretical and political 
knowledge. 

The Central Committee proceeded frorn the premise th;““. . . if we 
were able, if we succeeded in giving our Party cadres, from top to bottom, 
an ideological training and in steeling them politically, so that they could 
easily 白nd their bearings in the internal and internation11l situation, if we 
succeeded in making them fully mature Leninists, M arxists, capable of 
solving, without serious error, the problems involved in guiding the country 
we would solve nine-tenths of our problerr 

The Central Committee proceeded from the premi优 that the art of 
Bolshevik leadership requires a knowledge 门f theory, that is，。f th e laws of 
development of society, the laws of development of the working-class 
movement, the laws of development of the prolet11rian revolution and of 
S侃ialist construction, and the ability to apply these laws in the practical 
work of guiding Socialist construction. 
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Our cadres, in their sum total, constitute the huge army of the Soviet 
intelligentsia. The Soviet intelligentsia is firmly rooted in the \Vorking 
class and the peasantry. It is an entirely new intelligentsia, the like of 
which is unknown to any other country o f the world. 

No state ever could or can get along without its own inteiligentsia, and 
~till less can the Socialist state of the workers and peasants get along with
out its own intelligentsia. Our intelligentsia, which has grown up during 
the years of Soviet power, comprises the personnel of our state apparatus, 
throug h whom the working class conducts its home and foreig n policy. 
It consists of recent workers and peasants, and of the sons of workers and 
peasants, who have been promoted to key posts. 1'he intelligentsia is of 
particular importance in a COUntr}' like 0UfS1 Vvhcre the State directs alf 
branches of economic and cultural life, including agriculture, and Vl' here 
every state employee, if he is to perforrn his duties conscientiously and 
successfully, must understand the policy of the state, its tasks, both home 
and foreign. 

Consequently, t he education of the Soviet intelligentsia in Marxism
Leninism is one of the primary and most important tasks of the Bolshevik 
Party. 
币le Central C ommittee of the C.P.S.U. (B.) draws attention to the 

fact t hat although t he intelligentsia performs so important a function in 
the Soviet state, there still prevails to this day a disparaging attitude towards. 
our intelligentsia, an attitude which represents a pernicious application to our 
Soviet intelligentsia of the opinion about and attitude towards the intel-
1igentsia which were current in pre- revolutionary days, when the intel
ligentsia was in the service of the landlords and capitalists. 

This disparaging attitude towards the intelligentsia is manifested in 
the neglected state of the work of ideologically educating our cadres, in 
the lack of attention to political work among the intelligentsia--office 
personnel, teachers, doctors, students, collective fa rm intellectuals, etc.
and in a haughty and disdainful treatmentυf the Party or non-Party in
tellectual as a second-rate individual, even though he may be a former 
Stakhanovite who, because of his ser们ces, has been promoted to a leading 
post in the Soviet state. 

This anti-Bolshevik attitude towards this Soviet intelligentsia is bar
barous and outrageous, and dangerous to the Soviet state. It must be re
alized that it was prec时ly the neglect of political work among the intel
ligentsia, among our cadres, that brought about a state of affairs in which 
a section of our cadres, standing outside the orbit of the political in"fluence 
of the Party, and lacking ideological training, went astray politically, 
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became enmeshed, and fell prey to foreign Eψionage serv~ces and to their 
’Trotskyite-Bukharinite and bourgeois-nationalist agents. 

The Central Committee of the C.P .S. U. ( B. ) considers it time to put 
<l stop to this “孔，·1akhayev，” anti-Leninist attitude towards the intelligentsia. 

The Soviet intelligentsia must be educated in the spirit of Marxism
Leninism. 

Without an intelligentsia so educated, the Soviet state cannot guide 
the affairs of the country successfully. 

The History of the C.P .S. U. ( B. ）一斗Short Course is a means of 
educating the Soviet intelligentsia in this way. 

III 

The C.C. of the C.P.S.U. (B.) resolves: 
I. That the practice of striving tοenrol the greatest possible number 

of Communists in the Party study circles, to the detriment of the quality 
of propaganda, which has led to a diffusion of forces and the lowering of 
the level of propaganda work, be considered wrong. 

2. That it be made incumbent on Party organizations to put an end 
to amateurish methods of organization of Party propaganda, to establish 
the nece阳ry centralization of the direction of propaganda, and to re
o rganize Pa口y propaganda in such a way as w ill ensure an improvement 
in i_ts quality and the raising of its ideological level. 

3. That the H istory of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(Bolsheviks)-Short Course be made the basis of the propaganda of 
Marxism-Leninism. 

That t he study of the history of the C.P.S.U. (B.) be differentiated 
as follows: 

It is advisable for the m仇。r cadres, who include a large nu1nber 
of inadequately trained comrades, to study the course according to an 
abridged program embracing the three main stages in the history of the 
Pa叫： 1) the struggle for the creation of the Bolshevik Party (Chapters 
I-IV) ; 2) the Bolshevik Party in the struggle for the dictatorship of the 
proletariat (Chapters V-VII); 3) the Bolshevik Party in power (Chapters 
VIII-XII). 

The Central Committee recommends that the niiddLe cadres, who 
consist of comrades who are relatively better trained and who com
prise the most numerous section of our cadres, study the History of the 
C.P.S.U. (B.）一」Short Coursεin full, the program to embrace all the 
twelve chapters of the History. 
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It is advisable for the higher cadres, that is, the most thoroughly trained 
comrades, to study the History of the C.P.S.U. (B.) - Short Course by 
chapter sections, combining this with a study of the appropriate original 
works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin. 

4. That, proceeding from the premi优 that the chief method of study
ing Marxism-Leninism should be independent study, the regional com
mittees, the territorial committees, and the Central Committees of the 
national Communist Parties be instructed to reduce the number of Party 
study circles. 

If the matter is properly approached, it will be found advisable, in 
place of the scores and sometimes hundreds of study circles at present exist
ing in each large factory, office and university, to have in a large factory 
or office two or three circles for the lower grade, two or three for the 
middle grade, and one higher grade circle for the best developed and 
trained people, and in a university a few study circles of the middle and 
h毡her grades. 

In rural districts, if there are sufficient nu1nbers desirous of studying 
the History of the C.P .S. U . ( B . ）一δhort Course in circles, and if skilled 
propagandists arc availa ble, se veral study circles may be formed for the 
rural intelligentsia : Party and Soviet worke r.豆， teachers, trade and co
operative employees, leading people on th e collective farms, etc. 

In reducing the number of study circles, the consideration should be 
to ensure competent propagandists for the remaining circles. 

5. Tilat a stop be put to the bureaucratic practice of compulsorily 
enrolling Communists in the Party study circles. 

It should be explained to every Communist that study in the circles is 
a strictly voluntary affair. 

6. That the work of the circles be based on the method of lively talks 
and comradely d眈ussion . Officious, elementary school methods, ster
eotyped and hard and fast n1 ethods should be most vigorously eradicated 
from the circles as harmful ahd as a hindrance to the ideological education 
of Party and non-Party Bolsheviks. Pr叩agandists should explain in a 
comradely spirit the subjects that in terest the nien1bers of the study circles. 

、 A stop must be put to the formal, bureaucratic regulation of the work 
of th e circles ( uniform Party study days, two-hour lessons i1nmediately 
following work, re fusal to discuss cur rent questions of interest to the 
mer巾rs of the c irc les， 优．） ． ηe tin1e-tablc o f study should be drawn up 
by the members of each circle together with the propagandist, in conform
ity with local conditions. Lessons should last just as long as the members 
of the circle consider necessary for a thorough discussion of the questions 
raised. 

1~ 
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The work of the circles should be arranged so that studies are not 
dragged out too long. One of the radical defects of the present circles 
must be avoided, namely, the devoting of unlimited t ime to the earlier 
periods, while the post-October period, which is of extreme importance in 
the history of the Party, remains unstudied. 

The members of circles for the study of Party history should be 
grouped in such a way as to ensure that they are of a more or less uniform 
level of general education and political training. It is advisable to have 
three types of circles, graded according to level of training, corresponding 
to the differentiated character of study of the History of the C.P丘U.(B.)
--Short Course, viz. : 

a) C ircles for the lower grade, studying the H istory of the 
C.P.S. U. ( B. ）一-Short Course in accordance with the abridged program, 
theoretical questions being treated in a more popular form ; 

b) C ircles for the middle grade, studying the History of the 
C. P. U.(B.）－δho rt Course in full, by chapters; 

c) Circles for the more highly trained comrades, stud~ing the Hi 仨
torγof the C.P. U.(B.) - Short Course by chapter 衍ctions with t h e 
simultaneous study of original sources. 

7. 丁、at the practice of lectures, which constitute a valuable method 
of propaganda of Marxism-Leninism, be introduced. A carefully prepared 
and pithy lecture should be of great aid to comrades engaged in the in
dependent study of the H istory of the C .P.S.U.(B.)--Short Course and 
the classical works of Marxism-Leninism. L ectures should also be ar
ranged on international questions and on various questions of theo巧 and

politics. It is advisable that lectur的 be followed by questions. Public 
lectures with a small admission fee shall be made a practice. 

8. That an end be put to amateurish methods and absence of control 
in the 'training of propagandists as manifested in a striving to organize as 
large a number of Party reference and consultation centres and seminars 
as pc隅1ble. Party organizations are charged within the next two months 
to examine and revise the system of Party reference and consultation 
centr凹， to reduce their number, and, as a rule, tοretain Party reference 
and consultation centres only under the auspices of the city committees 
and d出rict committees of the Party for the puφ创εof ass出ing pr叩b
gandists and advising persons engaged in independent political study. 
Party reference and consultation centr四 in factories and offices which are 
not provided with competent instructors should be closed down or used 
as reading rooms and libra市s for 严rsons engaged in independent study. 
The Party organizations shall reduce the number of seminars for propa
gand也ts, the work of these seminars to be placed in charge of the large 
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。ty district committees, city committees, regional comm ittees and territo-
1ial committees of the C.P.S.U.(B.). 

飞再Then arranging seminars for propagandists, Party organizations must 
provide then1 with politically tested instructors possessing an adequate 
Marxist education. City committees, regional committees and territorial 
committees of the C.P.S.U. (B.) must exercise constant control over the 
subs~ance of the work of the seminars for propagandists. 

The work of the seminars for propagandists on the history of the 
C.P.S.U. (B.) should be adapted to the three main forms of study of the 
history of the C.P .S. U. ( B.), and so arranged that the 优IT
gandists in the History of the C.P.S.U1 (B.）斗h。此 Course be held well 
in advance of the study circles. 

I t should not be the pu叩ose of the seminars to "prime” propagandists. 
Study in the seminars should be so arranged as to promote creative i1~itiative 
in every student; theoretical questions should be discussed in a lively man
ner, and opportunity given for the comradely di义ussion of questions of 
theory and method. 

9. That the Agitation and Propaganda Department of the Central 
Committee of the C.P .S. U. ( B.) be. instructed to enlist the services of the 
most cornpetent propagandists in our Pa rty, lecturers, speakers and con
sultants, who should contribute to t he theoretical magaz ines and the 
central newspapers, deliver lectures and addresses, and render e仇ct ive
assistance to the Party organizations in the localities in the propaganda of 
Marxism-Leninism. 

Information should be collected and re巳』larly published in the press 
concerning the experience of the best propagand ist乌 their methods of 
teaching, consultation and lecturing . 

City committees, regional co1n1nittees, territorial committees and 
Central Cornmittees of the national Co1nmunist Parties are recommended 
to adopt the practice of summoning regula r confe rences of propagandists 
and writers to discuss the more important problems of propaganda. 

I O. That a stop be put to the tendency to underestin1ate t he importa nce 
of the press as a highly important instrument of M arxism-Leninism and 
as a countrywide medium of propaganda. 

The press must be made to play a greater part in the pr叩aganda of 
Manism- L cninism. With this object in view, Pravda, K rasnaya Zveztia, 
K OMSomolskaya Prtroda and the republican, territorial and regional Party 
and Y oung Communist League newspapers shall reg ularly give spact: to 
articles dealing with the theoretical questions of Marxism-Leninism , 
advice to readers, the lectures of the best propagandists 创d “questions and 
answers." P俨·t1tJda, Krasnaya Zvnda, Komsomolsltaya PrtJtJda and the 
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republican, territorial and regional newspapers shall set up propaganda 
departments which shall be placed in charge of theoretically trained com
rades and for which the services of the best propagandists shall be secured. 

The magazine Bolshevik shall be reorganized as a theoretical organ 
of the Party and as a countηwide advisory medium on questions of Marx
ism-Leninism, printing in its columns answers to and explanations of 
theoretical and political questions raised by Party members and non-Party 
people. 

’The Party Propaganda and Agitation Department of the Central 
Committee of the C.P .S. U. ( B.) and the State Political Publishing House 
shall arrange for the publication of popular pamphlets for the assistance of 
propagandists and particularly of the Party members studying the history 
of the Party, and shall draw up a plan of publication of aids to the study 
of Party history. 

11. That the disparaging att itude towards the Soviet intelligentsia and 
towards the work of train ing them ideologically and politically in the spirit 
of Marxism-Leninism be condemned as barbarous and outrageous. It shall 
be made incumbent upon the Party organizations to restore a proper Bol
shevik attitude towards the Soviet intelligentsia and to develop the work 
of ideological-political education among the intelligentsia, office workers. 
忧udents and the collective farm intelligentsia. It shall be the prime and 
chief task of Party organizations in the sphere of propaganda to make 
good the deficiencies in theoretical and political knowledge on the part 
of the Party and non-Party intelligentsia and to provide all possible assist
ance to the Soviet intelligentsia in mastering Bolshevism, in studying the 
history of the C.P.S.U.(B.) and the classical works of Marxism-Leninism. 

12.τnat note b·e taken of the grave deficiencies of the workers on 
the theoretical front, as shown in their weakness in matters of theory. 
their fear to boldly raise theoretical questions of timely importance, in the 
prevalence of pedantry and dogmatism, in the vulgarization and hack
neyed t陀atment of individual principles of Marxism-Leninism, in the 
lagging of theoretical thought, in the inadequate theoretical generaliza
rion of the v部t practical experience accumulated by the Party on a]} 
sectors of Socialist construction. All workers on the theoretical front are 
called upon to take rapid and determined measures to recti句 the intolerable 
lagging of the theoretical front, to discard the fear of boldly raising theo
rerical questions that advance Marxist-Leninist theory, to put an end to 
pedantry, dogmatism, scholasticism, and the vulgarization and hackneyed 
treatment of individual principles of Marxist-Leninist theory. 

13. 丁、at measures be taken to eliminate the shortcomings and de
负ciencics in ideological literature, as manifested, in particular, in the un-
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satisfactory work of the M arx-Engels-Lenin I nstitute, which has com
mitted a number of distortions and inaccuracies in translations into Russian 
of the works of Marx and E ngels, as well as gross political mistakes of 
a wrecking character in the appendices, notes and co1nmcntaries to certain 
volumes of the works of Lenin. 

I 4. That the Marx-Engels-Lenin Inst itute be charged in the very 
near future to correct the distortions committed in translations of the 
works of M arx and Engels into Russian, as well as the gross political 
1n istakes contained in the appendices and notes to the works of Lenin, as, 
for instance, in Volume XIII. 

The Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute shall expedite the new edition of 
the works of M arx, Engels and Lenin. 

15. That note be taken of the aloofness of our theoretical magazines 
from vital questions in the life and struggle of our Party, their segrcga
tion and their tendency to academism . 

The editorial boards o f theoretical magazines are charged to reorgan
ize their work so as to give space in their columns to theoretical questions. 
of timely importance, to generalizations drawn fron1 the experience of 
Socialist co11struction, to serving the requirements of our cadres in matters. 
of theory, to the examinntion of new theoretical problems and to creative 
di：父ussion of questions of theory. 

I 6. That, in addition to the system of political instruction courses. 
for leading Party cadres established by the February-March Plenu1n. 
of the Central Committee of the C.P .S. U. (B .), the follo wing meas
ures for the training and perfection of skilled Party propagandists be 
adopted: 

a) One-year courses of instruction for pr叩agandists and journalists. 
shall be organized in the following centres: I) M oscow; 2) Leningrad; 
3) Kiev ; 4 ) M insk; 5) Rostov; 6) Tbilisi; 7) Bak川 8) Tashkent; 
9) Alma-A ta; Io) N ovosibirsk. The one-year courses of instruction for 
propagandists organized in these centres shall serve not only the require
ments of their own region or territo吼 but also of adjacent regions, terri
tories and republics. The program of the one-year courses for propagan
<lists ·should be on the lines of the program of the “ I ... en in Courses,” and 
the studies should be so arranged as to develop skill in propaganda work 
and in the thorough independent study of the works of Marx, E ngels, 
Lenin and Stalin. 

The agg regate number of students of the one『year instruction courses
for propagandists is fi xed at 1 ,500斗，ooo, about 0~1e-ha l f of this 川mbcr
to consist of journalists. 

b) A Higher School of rvfarxism-Leninism shall be set up under the.-
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,a，呵成”。t 由e Central c。mmittee of the C.P.S.U.(B.) w灿 a three
严町 course for the u四ning of highly叮ualified Party theoretic由陈

17) That the teaching of Marxist-Lenin坦 theory in the h电her edu
创酌”l e笛ab凶ments be hued 佣 a 曲。rough study of the H埠。ry of 
伽 C.P.S.U.(B.）→hort Coune. In this connection: 

a) In place of the se归rate courses in Leninism and dialectical and 
1'iltorical materialism, a single course in the “principles of Marxism”创l
be introduced h 由e higher educational e翻bl蛐ment鸟 the total number 
of hours formerly devoted to 赋凶 and economic 阳bjec” being preserved. 
The teaching of the principles of Marxism-Leninism in the higher edu
ational e蜘blishmcnts shall begin with the study of the History of the 
C.P.S.U.(B.）－毛ho民 C。urse, w讪 the sUnl 
Mar页dst-Lenin酷 work忌 The teaching of po』it比al econ。my shall follow 
the study of the H臼ory of the C.P .S.U .(B.) . 

b) In place of 出 present 优parate chairs in dialectical and historical 
materialism, Lenin由n and the h时ory of the C.P .S.U . (B.), a single 
chair in Marxism-Lenin町n shall be instituted in .the higher educational 
e翻blishments.

c) In universities and institutes where there are faculties oJ phi-
1崎叩峙， h埠。ry and literature, the courses in dialectical ’and h回orical
宵iaterial忌m in these faculties shall be preserved. 
的 τlie P叩gan缸”d Agitation Department of the Central Com

mittee of the C.P .S. U. ( B.) and the All-Union Committee on Higher 
Education are instructed by the beginning of the 1939-40 educational 
year to select the profc’“m for the chairs in Marxism-Leninism and to 
submit their nam臼 to the Central Committee of the C. P.S. U .(B.) for 

:approval. 丁'be Central 'Committees of the national Communist Parties, 
·the territorial committe”, regional committees and city committees of 
由e C.P .S. U. ( B.) are instructed to select theoretically trained and po
'litically tested teacher，。f the principles of Marxism-Leninism. 

。 Six-month courses for teachers of Marxism-Leninism in higher 
-educational e也bl蛐ments shall be organized in connection with the 
Higher School of Mar四m-Leninism. 
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W灿 the object of radically improYing the Party direction of the 
p叫>aganda of Mar对sm-Leninism, the Central Committee of the 
C .P .S.U.(B.) resolves: 

18. That the Party pr叩aganda and agitation departments of the 
Central Committee of the C.P .S. U. ( B.); the Central Committees of 
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the national Communist Parties, the territorial committees and the region
al committees of the C. p .S. U. ( B.) be merged with their respective press 
and publishing house departments to form single propaganda and agita
tion departments. 

I 9. That all affairs connected with the printed and verbal propaganda 
of Marxism-Len inism and mass political ag阳tion (the Party press; puι 
lication of propaganda and agitational literature; organization of the 
printed and verbal propaganda of Marxism-Leninism; control over the 
ideological content of propaganda work; selection and distribution of 
pr句）agandists and the political training and perfection of Party members; 
organization of ma岱 political agitation) be entrusted to the propaganda 
and agitation departments. 

The practical realization of the present decision of the Central Coin
mittee of the C.P .S. U. ( B.) shall form the basis of the work of the pr叩－
aganda and agitation departments. 

20. That in order to improve the quality of the propaganda of Marx
ism-Leninis1n, Party organizations shall in future make it a rule to entrust 
matters of propaganda to comrades relieved of all other work, those able 
to devote themselves entirely to this work and constantly to raise their 
theoretical and propagandist qualifications. 

The regional and te阿itorial committees of the C.P .S. U. ( B.) are 
accordingly instructed to select the best propagandists for permanent 
propaganda work. 

2 1. That the personnel of the propaganda and agitation departments 
shall be selected by the Party bodies from among the most competent 
professional propagandists and Party writers. 

Groups of lecturers shall be organized as part of the propaganda and 
agitation departments of the Central Committee of the C.P .S. U. ( B.), 
the Central Committees of the national Communist Parties, the 
regional committees, territorial committees and city committees of 
the C.P .S.U.(B.) . 

22. 丁nat in view of the fact that the reduction of the number of 
study circles and of Party reference and consultation centres in factories 
and offices will release a part of the propagandists in the cities, the regional 
comn1ittees, territorial committees and Central Committees of the national 
Communist Parties be instructed to appoint the best trained among them 
to reinforce propaganda work in rural areas. 

2 3. That the existing cultural and propaganda sections of the city 
committees and district committees of the Party be reorganized into 
propaganda and agitation departments. It is also deemed necessary to 
fonn propaganda and agitation department5 of district committees which 
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at ·present have no cultural and propaganda sections. It is laid down that 
the formation of propaganda and agitation departments of district com
mittees of the Party shall be sanctioned by the Central Committee of the 
C.P.S.U.(B.) for each district separately at the request of the regional 
committees, territorial committees and Central Committees of the nation
al Communist Parties as and when the competent personnel for the de
partments becomes available. 

City and district Party reference and consultation centres shall be 
placed under the charge of the propaganda and agitation departments of 
the city committees and district committees of the Party, the directors 
of the Party reference and consultation centres concurrently acting as 
assistant directors of the propaganda and agitation departments. 
d 24. That it be laid down that directors of propaganda and agitation 

epartments of regional committees, territorial committees, Central Com· 
mittees of the national Communist Parties, area committees, city com
mittees and district committees of the Party shall be endorsed by the 
Central Committee of the C.P .S. U. ( B.), and that all other responsible 
workers in the propaganda and agitation departments of these committees 
shall be endorsed by the regional committees, territorial committees or 
Central Committees of national Communist Parties. 

~egional committees, territorial committees and Central Committees 
of the national Communist Parties are instructed to select the personnel 
of the propaganda and agitation departments and have them endorsed 
within two months. 

25. That 位 is deemed neces.sary in view of the close connection be
tween the work of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute and the propaganda 
of Marxism-Leninism, that the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute be placed 
under the charge of the Propaganda and Agitation Department of the 
C勾ntral Committee of the C.P .S. U. ( B.). 

26. The Central Committee of the C.P丘U.(B.) charges all Party 
committees to pay serious attention to the propaganda of Marxism-Lenin
iemuavi创 function of the Bolshe时K Party. It is the duty of the Party 
committees to direct pr叩aganda in substance and to thoroughly interest 
themselves in its content. The regional committees, territorial committees 
and the Central Committees of the national Communist Parties must 
take into their hands the 事』idance of the reconstruction of the whole 
organization .of the propaganda of Marxism-Leninism in accordance with 
the present decision. 

The Central Committee calls upon the Party organizations to note 
.that the reconstruction of the whole work of Party propaganda in con
form均 w灿 the present decision w1 I demand utm创 attention and care 
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on their part, but at the same time warns the Party organizations against 
the danger of approaching the reconstruction of propaganda in a mechan
ical and formal way, and against all attempts at the wholesale disparage
ment of propaganda work in the past. 

Wiith the purp悦。t improving the guidance of Party propaganda it 
is laid down that each city committee, regional committee, territorial 
committee and Central Committee of a national Cornmunist Party shall 
have a special secretary to be occupied exclusively with the organization 
and substance of propaganda and agitation. 

事 * ‘ 
The Central Committee of the C.P.S. U . ( B.) instructs dist rict com

mittees, city committees, regional committees, territorial committees and 
Central Committees of national Communist Parties to explain the present 
decision to the Party active and to all Party members. 

The Central Committee of the C.P.S.U . (B.) lays stress on the fact 
that the appearance of the History of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (Bolsheviks) 1nust inaugurate a cha吨E in attitude on the part of 
our cadres圄－Party, Young Communist League, Soviet, trade union, busi
ness and cultural workers and all our Soviet intelligentsia-• timulating 
them to make good their deficiencies in theoretical knowledge. 

The H istory of the C.P.S. U. ( B. ) - Short Course will inaugurate 
a new and powerful ideological-political moven1ent in the life of our 
Party and of the Soviet people. 

By mastering the theory of M arxis1n-Leninism, which arms us with 
a knowledge of the laws of social development, our cadres will become 
really invincible, and will, under the banner of this theory and the lead
ership of the Party of Lenin and Stalin, with even greater success lead 
the whole Soviet people to the victory of Communism. 

N ovember 14, 1938 
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